Abstract. We present a general and uniform method for de ning structural operational semantics (SOS) of process algebra operators by traditional Plotkin-style rules equipped with an ordering, the new feature which states the order of application of rules when deriving transitions of process terms. Our method allows to represent negative premises and copying in the presence of silent actions. We identify a number of general formats of unordered and ordered rules with silent actions and show that divergence sensitive branching and weak bisimulation relations are preserved by all operators in the relevant formats. A comparison with the existing formats for branching and weak bisimulations shows that our formats are more general.
Introduction
Structured Operational Semantics (SOS) is considered to be the standard method for de ning the operational meaning of process operators in an arbitrary process language. It was originated by Milner for CCS Mil89] and formalised by Plotkin Plo81] . The meaning of each operator on processes is given by a set of transition rules. Each rule describes how the behaviour of a process (constructed with the operator and some subprocesses) depends on the behaviour of these subprocesses. For example, the rule below is one of the rules for a parallel composition operator. Process operators can be classi ed according to the form of rules de ning their operational meaning. A format of rules is a collection of forms of rules. We say that an operator is in a certain format if its rules belong to that format, and a process language is in a format if all its operators are in that format.
Most of the popular process operators are in the De Simone format dS85]. However, De Simone rules do not make use of either the negative behaviour of subprocesses (negative premises: the inability to perform actions) or the branching behaviour of processes (copying: multiple use of identical process variables). Not surprisingly, there are process operators which cannot be adequately de ned by De Simone rules alone. These include, for example, sequential composition, priority, replication and checkpoint operators Mil89, BW90] . In order to provide for such operators Bloom, Istrail and Meyer proposed the GSOS format BIM95], which extends the De Simone format with negative premises and copying. This paper provides an alternative method for de ning such operators.
An important problem concerning formats of rules is how to use silent actions in rules. Original De Simone and GSOS formats treat both silent and visible actions in the same way, namely as visible. This is unsatisfactory when one wishes to work with weak equivalences (where actions may be hidden) since many operators (de nable in these formats) do not preserve the considered equivalences. Formats of rules with silent actions were studied by Bloom Blo90, Blo95], Vaandrager Vaa91] and the rst author Uli92, Uli94]. A common feature of these approaches is to represent the traditional character of silent actions via -rules, proposed in Blo90]. The motivation is as follows: if f is n-ary operator and the behaviour of f(X) depends on the behaviour of its component X i then when X i evolves silently f(X) can do nothing else but to evolve silently along with X i . This can be expressed by insisting that the set of rules for f contains for each such X i a -rule of the following form.
f(X 1 ; : : :; X i ; : : :; X n ) ! f(X 1 ; : : :; X 0 i ; : : :; X n ) A notion intimately related to the unobservable character of silent actions is divergence. Results in Uli94, Blo95] show that in a setting with -rules if one chooses to equate divergence (in nite sequence of silent actions) and deadlock then rules with negative premises are unacceptable since they can distinguish between the two notions. But, treating divergence as di erent from deadlock allows one to use rules with negative premises safely Uli92, Uli94] .
In this paper we present a general method for de ning process operators by Plotkin-style rules (with no negative premises) which are equipped with an ordering. Our method was informally described in PU96]. The ordering indicates the order in which rules are applied when deriving transitions of process terms. The behaviour of a process f(p) can be determined by examining the rules for f starting with rules highest in the ordering and, if those are not applicable, then considering the lower rules. More generally, our method is similar to the idea of ordering sentences in the eld of logic programming to avoid the use of negative information and to ordering rewrite rules in the eld of term rewriting. In order to illustrate our method we give an alternative de nition of the sequential composition operator ; BIM95] by the following rule schemas and -rules, where a and c are any visible actions. The ordering > on the above rules is such that for all actions a and c we have r a > r c ; 2 , and 1 > r c ; 2 . Hence, p; q can perform an initial action of q (by rule 2 or r c ) if neither r a nor 1 are applicable, that is if p 9 and p a 9 for all actions a. When p is a totally divergent process, for example de ned by a rule p ! p, then q will never start since 1 is always applicable.
We argue that any GSOS language can be equivalently formulated in terms of a positive GSOS language equipped with an ordering. This result o ers a new approach to developing simple but expressive formats of rules where positive, negative, silent and branching behaviour of processes can be treated consistently.
The contents of our paper are as follows. We start with positive GSOS rules. In order to di erentiate between visible and silent actions in rules we insist that silent actions are unobservable and independent of the environment. These two properties are formulated as conditions on positive GSOS rules. We propose another property (and the resulting condition) concerning the use of process resources. Thus, we de ne two pairs of formats of unordered and ordered positive GSOS rules which satisfy (some of) these conditions. We show that the relevant formats preserve divergence sensitive branching and weak bisimulationpreorders. Finally, we argue that our formats are more expressive than the existing formats for these preorders.
The full version of this work UP96] contains the proofs of our results and more examples illustrating their application.
Preliminaries
Let Vis be a nite set of visible actions, ranged over by a; b and c, and = 2 Vis be the silent action. Vis f g is ranged over by and . Let Var be a countable set of variables ranged by X; Y; : : :. A signature is a set of operators, namely pairs (f; n) where f is an operator symbol and n 2 N is the arity. When the arity of (f; n) is clear from the context the operator is abbreviated as f. The set of open terms over with variables in V Var, denoted by T( ; V ), is ranged over by t; t 0 : : :. The set of closed terms, written as T( ), is ranged over by p; q; : : :. context with n holes C X 1 ; : : :; X n ], often written as C X], is a member of T( ; fX 1 ; : : :; X n g). If t 1 ; : : :; t n are terms then C t 1 ; : : :; t n ] is the term obtained by substituting each X i by t i . An operator (f; n) preserves a preorder v if for all vectors of n closed terms t and t 0 we have t v t 0 implies f(t) v f(t 0 ). A substitution is a mapping from Var to T( ), it extends to a mapping T( ) ! T( ) in the standard way. Expressions t ! t 0 and t 9, where t; t 0 2 T( ; V ), are called transitions and negative transitions respectively. They are varied over by T; T 0 ; : : : and nT; nT 0 ; : : : respectively.
GSOS Process Languages
We recall the de nitions of the GSOS format, GSOS process languages and other related notions from BIM95]. De nition2. A GSOS process language is a triple ( ; Act; R), where is a nite set of operators, Act Vis f g and R is a nite set of GSOS rules for operators in . Given a GSOS process language, a labelled transition system can be de ned for the language in the standard way as, for example, in BIM95, GV92, Gro93]. A labelled transition system for ( ; Act; R) is the structure (T( ); Act; !), where T( ) is a set of process terms or processes and ! T( ) Act T( ) is the unique transition relation generated by the language.
Branching and Weak Bisimulation Preorders
We will use some standard abbreviations. We write p ! q for (p; ; q) 2! and read it as \process p performs and in doing so becomes q". We write p ! when there is q such that p ! q, and p 9 when for no q we have p ! q. Expression p ) q denotes p( !) q and p*, read as \p is divergent", means p( !) ! It is clear that @ BB and @ WB are preorders. Our branching bisimulation is a possible generalisation of the standard notion as, for example, in vG90, BW90]. We make the relation sensitive to divergence in the same way as was done with weak bisimulation in Mil81, Abr87]. Preorder @ WB is a version of weak bisimulation relation studied in Mil81, Abr87, Wal90, Uli94], where testing, modal logic and axiomatic characterisations were proposed and a congruence result with respect to the ISOS format was proved. For processes with no divergence @ WB coincides with delay bisimulation BW90, vG90] . We have chosen this ner version of weak bisimulation in preference to the standard Mil89] because there are process operators, like the action re nement in Section 5, which do not preserve the standard version (the problem is not due to the initial silent actions).
Ordered Positive GSOS Rules
The premises of GSOS rules may contain both positive and negative transitions. We propose ordered positive GSOS rules as an alternative, and possibly more concise, method for expressing full GSOS rules. Our method was informally introduced in the workshop paper PU96]. Here, we repeat the de nition of an ordering on rules and state expressiveness results, which did not appear in the original reference.
De nition4. Let < f be a transitive relation on rules(f). r < f r 0 is interpreted as r having a lower priority than r 0 (and r 0 having a higher priority than r) when deriving the transitions of terms with f as the outermost operator. The ordering < f speci es that a rule can only be applied when no rules with higher priority can be applied. Given a positive GSOS language with a signature , the ordering < , or simply <, is de ned as S f2 < f . An ordered process language is a tuple ( ; Act; R; <), where ( ; Act; R) is a positive GSOS process language and < is the ordering on its rules.
In the next subsection we will argue that for each ordered process language there is an equivalent (full) GSOS language and vice versa, where two process languages are equivalent if they give rise to isomorphic transition systems. Thus, a transition system for an ordered process language is the transition system for the equivalent GSOS language. The transition relation associated with an ordered process language can also be de ned directly PU96, UP96].
Expressiveness
We show that (full) GSOS languages can be alternatively formulated as equivalent ordered positive GSOS languages and vice versa.
Firstly, we describe a translation of a GSOS language G = ( ; A; R) to an ordered positive GSOS language H = ( 0 ; A 0 ; R 0 ; <). We set 0 = and A 0 = A. Let (f; n) 2 be de ned by the set of rules R f . Also, let R f = R It is easily checked that G and H generate the same transition system. If G has any negative rules then clearly its ordered version H has more rules. However, as far as the amount of computation required (measured in the total number of transitions and negative transitions which need to be checked) in order to derive a transition it is easy to see that it is the same in G and H.
A translation from ordered positive GSOS languages to GSOS languages is also straightforward. As before the sets of operators and actions of H and G are the same. This time we denote the set of rules of H as R and the corresponding set in G as R 0 . Let r 2 R be one of the rules for f. We show how to de ne the set R 0 f (r) of ordinary GSOS rules for f which correspond to r. If higher(r) = ; then R 0 f (r) = frg, where higher(r) = fr 00 j r 00 > rg. Otherwise, assume higher(r) = fr i j 1 i mg and for each i pre(r i ) = fT ij j 0 j m i g. According to
De nition 4 r can be applied if pre(r) is valid and each pre(r i ) is not valid. Assume that none of r i is an axiom rule. Thus, R 0 f (r) = fr 0 j con(r 0 ) = con(r)^pre(r 0 ) = pre(r) fnT ij j 8i 9j: nT ij = :T ij gg where nT ij 's denote negative premises and :(X a ! Y ) means X a 9. As before, the languages G and H produce isomorphic transition systems.
We easily calculate that R 0 f (r) has Q m i=1 m i rules. Thus, when m and some m i are greater than 1 it is clear that the fragment of the de nition of f consisting of r and higher(r) is more concise than the corresponding fragment R 0 f (r).
Silent Actions and Formats of Rules
In this section we show how silent actions can be safely introduced in formats of ordered rules. We propose several conditions on the structure of rules and on the orderings which guarantee that silent actions keep their traditional meaning. We identify several formats of rules and prove that weak and branching bisimulation preorders are preserved by the operators de nable in the relevant formats.
Notation. In order to shorten the presentation of the forthcoming conditions we leave out the outermost universal quanti ers binding f 2 and r; r 0 2 rules(f),
where appropriate.
Branching and Weak Bisimulation Formats
We think that -rules embody the independent of the environment character of actions Uli92]: \if the ith argument X i can contribute to the behaviour of f(X) then the silent behaviour of X i becomes the silent behaviour of f(X)". In our framework, only active arguments are contributing arguments. This principle can be expressed as if i 2 active(f) then i 2 rules(f)
(1) Operators which do not satisfy (1), for example the CCS choice and the leftmerge of ACP, are not well behaved: they do not preserve weak bisimulation.
Insisting that all operators have their required -rules does not represent the full character of silent actions yet. We additionally require that silent actions are unobservable which, after Uli92] 3 , can be interpreted as \silent, unobservable behaviour of the components of a process cannot produce a visible behaviour of the process or a change of its structure". This principle can be formulated as if 2 actions(r) then r is a -rule (2) meaning that no rules except -rules can have actions in the premises.
We claim that all operators de ned by positive GSOS rules which satisfy the above two conditions preserve branching bisimulation. In other words, all operators which can be de ned by positive GSOS action rules with no 's in the premises together with the required -rules preserve branching bisimulation.
However, the described class of operators is strictly larger than the class of positive ISOS operators Uli92, Uli94], thus there is no guarantee that its members preserve weak bisimulation. The operators which do not preserve weak bisimulation are those which make the full use of copying. { The wb format coincides with the positive ISOS format. Also, the simply WB cool format Blo95] for the standard weak bisimulation is like the wb format except that it also requires other -rules apart from those requested by condition (1).
{ The wbo format extends the wb format with stable implicit copying and refusal transitions in the premises of action and -rules. Although the wbo and ISOS formats do not allow arbitrary implicit copying, it is argued in Uli92] that the branching behaviour captured by rules with implicit copying can also be captured by ISOS rules, and thus by wbo rules. The idea is that instead of using implicit copies of process resources we produce their copies rst (by applying rules with explicit copying) and only then we use them. The fully WB cool format Blo95] allows rules with implicit copying but only when several kinds of auxiliary rules are present. The e ect of these auxiliary rules amounts to what we have informally described above: rstly making copies of process resources and then using them independently.
Finally, we consider formats for branching bisimulation.
{ The bb format extends the positive ISOS format with implicit copying. It is very similar to fully BB cool format Blo95].
{ The bbo format extends the bb format with refusal transitions in the premises of rules. It extends the fully BB cool format with negative premises. Thus, our formats of ordered rules for weak and branching bisimulation preorders are more general than the previously proposed formats for these preorders.
